
The Rojak guide to Singapore’s Nature and Heritage
Having cheap and free fun on the sunny island

Introduction

Rojak is a popular dish in Singapore. The name of the dish itself is a Malay word 
which means mixing various things together to form something. The dish itself is a 
mixture of various ingredients like pineapple, radish, flour fritters and various others 
depending on the stall you patronize, all mixed in a fragrant (or some say pungent) 
prawn paste. Not only is this dish tasty, it is also cheap and easily found in most food 
centers in Singapore.

Like the dish, this guide hopes to provide you with the favors of Singapore’s Nature 
and heritage, without burning your pocket. I am going to show you exactly where we 
Singaporean have cheap and often free fun on our own. In fact, Singaporeans love 
“cheap and good”, and I aim to bring you exactly just that in this guide.

This guide will not include all the tourist attractions like other guidebooks. This 
information can easily be found on guidebooks and free maps provided at the airport 
or hotels. The guide aim to include places that I regularly visit myself. This guide will 
aim to include other interesting places in Singapore that does not charge any entrance 
fee, where you can enjoy a leisurely walk at your own pace. 

I would appreciate if you could share your feedback and comments with me in the 
website www.singaporehotelpromotions.com I would also love to hear from you if 
you have any reviews or additions you wish to include in the website or in this guide 
itself. Enjoy 

James Wee

http://www.singaporehotelpromotions.com/


General Information

Weather:
Singapore’s position near the Equator means that it is summer all year round. There 
are rainy season during the monsoon period in November and December. However, 
don’t count on the island being rain free at all other times. Daily showers are almost 
always expected at some parts of the island, but it is usually short lasting and 
shouldn’t affect your literary too much. A foldable umbrella or a disposable rain coat 
is must while traveling in Singapore.

Entry Requirement:
All passports must have 6 months validity. Visitors from some countries will require a 
tourist visa. Please check with your tour agent or airline with regards to this.

Emergency Numbers:
For ambulances: call 995
For Police: call 999
For most minor health ailment, there are many general practitioners located in the 
shopping malls.  Singapore is one of the safest countries in the world and you can 
safely walk around in most places at night. Low crime doesn’t mean no crime (this is 
our public slogan for crime prevention) Safe keep your belongings and do not follow 
any touts. General tourist precautions should be taken.

Transportation:
MRT (Mass rapid transit): This is our subway. Most trips should cost below $2 each 
and it connects you to most of the places you will need to go to. Buy an ez-link (tap 
and go) card with stored value to ease of travel. This card are used on the buses too.

Buses: The rest of the islands are served by many buses. There are only 2 bus 
companies in Singapore serving he public bus route. SMRT (yellow buses) and SBS 
(red buses). The buses come at regular interval but there are no fixed timing at each 
bus stop. In general, you should not expect to wait more than 20 minutes for each bus 
service.

Taxis: Taxis are cheap and convenient and in Singapore, they are only allowed to go 
by the meter. In fact, all taxi meters are checked annually to ensue there is no rigging 
of the device. What can be confusing to tourist are the multitudes of surchages. 
Surcharges are applicable to airport pickup, peak hour, central business district 
entrance and also when the taxi goes through electronic road pricing gantry (toll fees). 
The surcharges are even confusing to most Singaporeans but most taxis already have 
this process automated. If in doubt, collect a receipt and check with the hotel staff. 
All taxis in Singapore are run by companies and they are answerable to a public 
transport committee. 

When you arrive



Some visitors enter Singapore via cruises, buses or train. Majority will however pass 
through the Singapore Changi Airport. After you have cleared the immigrations at the 
airport, you will need to get to your hotel. If you hotel is served by the MRT, that 
would be the fastest and likely cheapest way to go to the hotel. Otherwise, you may 
choose to take a taxi to your hotel.
Tip: There is no need to book the airport transfer service unless you prefer a more 
comfy ride in a Mercedes taxi. Otherwise, join the queue for a normal taxi. While the 
queue might look long, it moves very fast and you won’t be expected to wait long for 
the cab.

Places to visit

Now the fun has begun. I will categorize the places to visit according to heir type. I 
apologize for the lack of pictures due to copyright issues. I will be endeavoring to 
include my own pictures in the future and welcome you to share your pictures with 
me.

Nature
Singapore is a tropical Island. There is a huge diverse range of flora and fauna both 
within and outside the city.

1) Macritche Reservoir
Admission: Free

This water catchments area is also host to many trekking trails. The place is not 
served by MRT. You may choose to take a bus or hail a cab to the area. Just mention 
Macritchie reservoir and cab drivers will know where to take you. Venture further 
into the trails and you can find many fruit trees, picnic spots and even a monitor lizard 
eating a raw fish like I did myself last year. Walk to the HSBC tree top walk for a feel 
of waking above the canopy. Remember it is closed on Mondays.

Rojak Tip: There is a golf course nearby. Don’t encroach into the area mistakenly or 
you will have to dodge the balls.

2) Bukit Timah Nature Reserve/ Bukit Timah Hill.
Admission: Free

If the rainforest is your cup of tea, then you have got to come here. Start the visit at 
the base of Bukit Timah Hill. Visit the heritage center at base of the hill and have a 
leisurely walk up the paved roads all the way to the top of the hill. After you make 
your way down, walk into one of the trails, or if you are adventurous enough, trek all 
the way to Macritche reservoir mentioned above. This should take a good 2 to 3 hours 
at normal walking pace.

Rojak Tip: Bring your own bottled water. There are no stalls to sell water along the 
way.



3) Singapore Botanic Gardens.
Admission: Free

This garden was founded in 1859 and now host over 2000 varieties of flora. Allow 
yourself a good 3 hours to explore the place. It is suggested that you visit the gardens 
in the early morning or late evening for a cooler. The main entrance of the garden is a 
mere 15 minutes walk away from the ochard road shopping belt. 

Beaches

1) East Coast Park
This is popular amongst the Singaporeans on the weekends with many going to the 
park for a picnic, BBQ or camping. It is almost a perfect cycling spot and bicycle and 
skate rental shops are found along the beach line. There is no point comparing prices 
because they are essentially the same at all the kiosks.
It is unlikely that you will use the BBQ pits there, but in case you do, they have to be 
pre-booked at the National Parks Website.
There is a Hawker Center along the beach where cheap and tasty local food are 
served.

Rojak Tip: Seating at the hawker center is on a first come first serve basis. You may 
find a seemingly “empty” table just a packet of tissue paper on the table. This means 
the table is already “reserved”. This is a weird but interesting phenomenal that only 
happens in Singapore and is called “tissue paper reservation”

2) Changi Boardwalk
This is not much of a beach itself. The Changi boardwalk is the swampy section of the 
Changi beach and is a beautiful place to watch sunset. After sunset, visit the Changi 
Village Hotel for a cocktail or visit the Hawker Center for a good meal

Rojak Tip: The Hawker Center is famed for it’s Nasi-Lemak (Fragrant rice). This is a 
Malay dish with rice cooked in coconut milk that comes with fried chicken wing and 
either small fish or fired egg. It’s a must try.

Islands

1) Pulau Ubin
Admission: Free
Ferry: about S$ 2.50 1 way

This is one of the only inhibited islands left in Singapore. To get to the island, take a 
15 minute bum boat ride from the Changi Village Jetty (near to Changi Boardwalk 
mentioned above). This S$2.50. Pulau Ubin is also one of the only remaining village 
in Singapore and you can see the laid back lifestyle that Singapore once enjoy. The 
best way to explore the island is via bicycles which can be rented near the jetty.

Rojak Tip: Rent a good bike and good suspension. Also check the brakes. There are 
many downslopes on the cycling trail and make sure you slow down and don’t free-
wheel. Many accidents have happened at these slopes to overly enthusiastic cyclists.



2) Kusu Island
Admission: Free
Ferry: About $15 return

The story of the Island is that a giant tortoise saved the lives of travelers of a capsized 
boat by picking them up on its back and turning itself into an island. The island is now 
hosting a series of Taoist deities in their shrines and Taoists pays annual pilgrimages 
to the island around October each year. Catch a ferry from the Marina south pier. 
There are only 2 boats to and fro the island on weekdays and 3 boats on weekends. 
Check timing of ferry before proceeding. The last I check, it was 10am and 2pm on 
weekdays, 9am 12noon and 3pm on weekends.

Rojak Tip: The Island has a beautiful beach, but no sunbathing advised as the island is 
mainly used for religious purposes. 

Heritage

1) Arts House
Admission: Free

Visit the Arts house right opposite Boat Quay. Drop at Raffles place MRT station and 
walk across the bridge. The arts house was the previous Parliament house and you can 
read about the history of Singapore’s independence at the beautiful colonial building. 
Complete the visit by taking a photo with the bust of Sir Stamford Raflles, 
Singapore’s founder that is situated right in front of the arts house by the riverside.

2) Asian Civilization museum.
Admission: Free for most exhibitions

Walk 5 minutes from the arts house and you’ll reach another beautiful colonial 
building called the Singapore Arts Museum. It offers various exhibition from around 
the world and is worth a visit.

3) Fullerton Hotel
Admission: Free

Explore the old central post office of Singapore which now houses a 6 star hotel. Visit 
the heritage center of the hotel for some photos and explanation. 

Rojak Tip: If you feel like spending some money, you can get good Italian food at the 
light house restaurant which offers fantastic ambience and great view. Expect to 
spend about S$80 per person for dinner.



Other Places to   visit  

Esplanade Theater

This is the Sydney opera house of Singapore and it hosts many international concerts 
and plays. It is worth a visit even if you are not there for a concert. There is an arts 
display at it’s atrium which changes every few months. Also, the place has an indoor 
and outdoor concert area where free concerts are held almost every weekend. 

Rojak Tip: Visit the Arts and music library at the top floor. It is a public library and 
admission is free. Read the papers or look up on some arty book while seated beside 
full length windows that offers a paranomic view of the marina bay

Vivocity Shopping Center

This is also the entry gate to the island of Sentosa. Sentosa is where resort world 
sentosa and Universal studios Singapore is located. Vivocity shopping mall is a huge 
mall with many retail and dining outlets. Go to the rooftop garden and enjoy the 
beautiful seaview and cruiseliners docking nearby.

Rojak Tip:
1) Watch out for where the Singaporeans sit every night at the roof top garden. At 
around 9pm everyday, Universal Studios right opposite will have a display for 
fireworks that is nicely viewed from the garden.

2) Have a scenic walk along the connecting bridge from vivocity to Sentosa Island. 
Entrance fee to the island is only S$1. Even if you do not enter the island, the walk 
itself is really beautiful.

Ion Orchard

This new shopping center right above the orchard MRT station is known for its 
interesting architecture. I shall leave you to decide for yourself on its looks. Shop 
around for top brands. The most enjoyable part of Ion orchard is the food.
Visit the basement food area to find a variety of local food stalls. It also has several 
Japanese restaurants and a Tonkachi Restaurant serving fried pork cutlets serves one 
of the best Japanese pork cutlets in Singapore.

Other Must Visit places not mentioned above



These are places first time visitors should visit but are not mentioned here as I do not 
frequent the places myself.

1) Singapore Zoo
2) Singapore night safari
3) Jurong Bird park
4) Chinatown
5) Little India
6) Gampong Glum
7) Fort Canning 
7) Singapore Flyer
8) Universal Studio Singapore
9) Clarke Quay for it’s nightlife.
10) Sentosa Island

Suggested Day Schedule
I have tried to group the attractions by proximity in order to maximize the day

Day A (Heritage day)
Have breakfast before going to the Singapore Botanic gardens for a walk. Then pop 
over to the nearby orchard road for lunch and some shopping before going for a 
heritage walk at the Raffles place area. Visit the Fullerton hotel, Arts house and Asian 
Civilization museum, all within walking distance of each other. Walk over to the 
Merlion walk for some photos with Singapore’s icon the merlion before enjoying a 
good dinner at the Fullerton Bay. Finish the night by having a drink at Singapore’s 
night life area Clarke Quay. 

Day B (Cultural Day)
Visit Little India and have Roti prata (Indian pancake) for breakfast at one of the 
coffeeshop. The walk along little India and enjoy the heritage. Stop by Mustafa 
shopping center for some cheap shopping. Visit Sim Lim square a few bus stop away 
from little India to find cheap electronics. Remember, Sim Lim Square is one of the 
few places in Singapore where you have to bargain. So know your prices before you 
shop there. Have lunch at the nearby hawker center Take the MRT to Chinatown for a 
completely different culture and have before visiting the Waterloo Street Guan Yim 
Temple and the Hindu temple that is situated right beside the Guan yin temple. Walk 
further down to Bugis street bazaar for the latest fashion at night market prices. 
Go over to Chinatown and have a trishaw ride area the old estate. Visit the Chinese 
stores there and sample delicacies like BBQ pork slices (Called Bah Kwa). Then walk 
into People Park Shopping complex for some air-con and a variety of jewelry shops, 
fengshui shops and money changers.
Finish the day early and have a night swim in your hotel or just rest in your room.

Day C (Tourist Attractions)
Have a lazy late morning and visit the Singapore Flyer for a paranomic view of 
Singapore. Walk across the Helix bridge to Marina Bay Sands Resort to see the iconic 



architecture. I wouldn’t suggest you try your luck at the casino given how much the 
casino earns from its punters each year. Walk back to the esplanade theater where you 
have enjoy various exhibitions and visit the public arts library at the top level. Walk 
across the road to Marina Sqaure shopping Center for lunch before doing some 
shopping. Visit the Singapore Night Safari after that and have Indian buffet dinner at 
it’s Ulu Ulu Restaurant.

Day D ( Nature and Relax)
Start early and go over to Changi Board walk for a stroll. Have breakfast at the 
hawker center and pop by to the jetty for a bum boat ride to Pulau Ubin. Cycle round 
the island and visit old villages and small shrines and do some animal watching. 
Return back to the main island and go over to Changi Museum and Chapel to visit this 
old prison chapel. Go down to East Coast Parkway to enjoy the beach and sea breeze. 
Have local dinner at the hawker center or enjoy good seafood at the East coast 
Seafood Center.

Day E (Shopping Trial)
This is the feared schedule for most man. I shall list the places to visit

- Fashion and braded goods – Orchard Road
- Electronics – Sim Lim Square (Make sure you bargain)
- Traditional Jewels/ Gems – Little India, Chinatown 
- Souvenirs – China Town
- 2nd Hand goods: 2nd hand Weekend Market next to Kelantan lane (near to sim Lim 
square) 

Conclusion

While every effort has been put in to provide quality information to you, I understand 
that this guide is not a comprehensive coverage of all Singapore attractions. I will 
continue to update and improve upon this and hope you enjoy your stay in Singapore.
Please contact me via the contact form in www.singporehotelpromotions.com for any 
feedback.

Regards,
James Wee
www.singaporehotelpromotions.com
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